
Adds a contactless way to verify identity while taking significant steps to increase 
officer safety and protects the holder’s personal information.

Provides a new level of assurance of authentic documentation while increasing 
convenience for the holder. 

Contains embedded state certificate ensuring authenticity as well as passing 
more information than a PDF417.

Why  Mobile ID?

Mobile ID enables consumers to create a reusable, highly secure, 
personal online credential by authenticating themselves against their 
state’s DMV driver record (System of Record). 

The simple, secure way to verify identity
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Introducing Mobile ID
Individuals will download the Mobile ID Application from 
either the App Store or Google Play.

Users will take a picture of the front and back of their 
license as well as capture a selfie. The license image will 
then be validated, and the selfie will be matched against 
the DL image.

Mobile ID holders can present their digital ID by displaying 
the picture of the license on the device or by sharing their 
information via barcode or QR code.

STEP 2
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MOBILE ID IN PARTNERSHIP WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT
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WAITING
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Verifying Mobile ID 
You can use the Mobile ID Verify App to quickly and securely authenticate a Mobile ID and view driver 
license information. Use the app to scan the ISO-standard QR code generated in the Mobile ID, and the 
relevant information is shared and displayed on your device. The ID holder’s personal data is erased 
once the authentication is complete.

IDEMIA is dedicated to providing tools to our Law Enforcement 
partners that will allow them to easily and safely accept Mobile ID.


